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Dear Honorata, 15-02-2009 
 

I was so touched with your letter I had to cry when reading it and later when I was 
translating it for Azar and Anca I cried as well. As far as I am concerned, you can very well put 
your feelings in words, I can feel them. It is natural that we need time to touch and identify 
what happens in us. Consciousness needs time. Thank you for this heartfelt sharing, for your 
feedback. It inspires me so much to just keep on loving. When you See me, See this 
transmission of love that happens through me sometimes, I am allowed to See myself in this 
too because I cannot See myself without feedback from the other human being(s). I cannot see 
myself as this transmitter of love when there are no people who are open to receive this love. 

 
I also felt that one moment that you described as the most touching one. A moment of 

Love... I am sorry that it was just this short moment, that I am unable to shine this Love of 
Azar longer and in the end all the time... but grateful that it does happen at all from time to 
time. But it was not just thanks to me. It could happen at all because there was openness in you 
to receive Love, and so it happened. Thank you. As to the extent of this openness we cannot 
force anything, everything needs time. 

 
I could feel the state of Rose because Azar managed to feel her first. He was there first 

and so he created space for me to be able to experience it too. I couldn’t have done it on my 
own. Man is to be the first to feel, and then woman can follow too. And it is true that we cannot 
stop judging sth./sb. unless we can feel it/him/her ourselves from inside. This means in the end 
not to just merely be aware of our own feelings in contact with this other person but to even 
actually become someone, to actually take upon us his or her state of (un)consciousness, to be 
able to see his or her way of functioning. In such state our perspective changes and we no 
longer look through our own eyes but we can suddenly look through sb. else’s eyes and this 
can be quite revealing, such whole-bodily insight makes us stop judging for we Feel. We don’t 
have to judge, we Feel, even whole-bodily. Such Feeling is True Seeing. Our openness and 
willingness to feel sth. allows us to enter this state of Feeling and by this Real Love is allowed. 
In my case this ability to feel somebody else from inside, as if I would be him or her, doesn’t 
happen too often. But when it does, it comes always in connection and in real contact with 
Azar, when I am attuned to him, when I allow his Heart and Eyes inside me. His Heart and 
Eyes Give me all the understanding that I need, Show me True Love. 

 
So, as it is already partially my answer to your question – yes, a woman can also feel a 

state of a man, same as a man can feel a state of a woman. As I wrote, Azar was the first to feel 
Rose’s state, only after which I could feel it too. Now as woman, I can also sometimes feel a 
state of various men but, to be honest, it is different than with me feeling women, somehow. I 
am just the beginner so I don’t know how it will go further. I can’t imagine however that it 
would end up to be the same, for in the end we are not by accident 2 sexes here on earth. When 
I am allowed to feel (the painful state of) other woman, I noticed that my love for her grows 
and my feeling of oneness with her manifests more. When I feel men it is different though. It is 
more like I feel then what I don’t want in a man. So far, no man except Azar allowed me 
Space, Love, Consciousness. When I feel Azar’s state, his Heart, love pours out of me, often 
with tears. With no other man so far I felt Space, there was always some (unconscious) wanting 
or any other form of squeezing this Love-Space out. I remember with Chris for example, when 
I allowed him sexually-energetically in a long phone talk, I felt very energized, like a charged 
battery, but what was lacking there was Consciousness-Space, in the end it was dull, just this 
big dense energy-field wherein there was no Space, I didn’t feel that it would relieve me of 
some burden, of my forms that I am naturally associated with as woman. This energy-field was 
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in fact a next form that went in me, instead of giving relief. Somehow it is natural – as I feel it 
– that when I feel Man, I am emptied of forms, I am cleaned, purified, because his Conscious-
Space washes them out of me and Love fills in this Space that is created when the forms are 
melted, surrendered in Man, in this Space that he offers me by taking all my forms in his Heart. 
As Woman I am associated with forms, I am filled with them like a vessel and I long to be 
emptied of them so Love can Shine again through me, so there can be Space to Love again. 
And I feel that Man is this Space in Which I can Love. For me Azar is this Man. No other man 
ever gave me this space, all of them obsessed with themselves as they are. Thus as woman I 
naturally tend to reject every man who is obsessed with himself and unable to feel me (as 
woman), unable to feel my state, to truly be with me and to give me space for love, to let me 
‘unload’ my forms and let them melt in his heart. I, as I often experience myself, am a 
battlefield of various forces and so far no man – except Azar – managed to stop my inner fight, 
to let all these various forces in me melt in his Heart. To just stop them and let me Feel. Azar 
Showed himself to me as Man. All other men always reacted, failing by this the test. What I 
really reject in men is their separation from woman, their unwillingness to feel her, to truly be 
with her. If not – then not, bye. When I feel that I have found my One and Only (even if our 
process gets very difficult and painful sometimes) – why should I search still for other men and 
try to be nice for them? My longing as woman is just that others recognise the Heart of the 
Man Whom I love and bow for him, allowing his Love to pervade their Hearts too. 

 
And then, what Paweł writes and has grudge to me about – that I am unwilling to listen 

to opinions or critics of other men – yes, I am unwilling. To say even more: I feel repulsion to 
any opinions because they all come from the mind, separate from the Heart. I am not at all 
interested in any opinions, judgements and so on of other men. Not even in Azar’s if he’d have 
any separate opinions, which he doesn’t anyway. His critics to me always stem from his Heart, 
from what he Feels, never from any mind-judgement that he would have. For he has none. 
Even when he criticizes me, I can feel Space in this and I can feel that he is with me in this, he 
does it in his Embrace of me, in non-separation from me. His critics do not derive from the fact 
that I for example pissed him and now he feels bad with this and he wants to punish me or to 
change me or to just bark back to me, or get rid of me or whatever. No. His critics are his Love 
and I can Feel it. What I am interested in is Man’s Heart. All other men I met in my life so far 
are always separate from me in their critics, at least as far as I could feel anyone so far. As 
Woman I Demand from Man to Connect to me, or to say better: to realise that he is already 
Connected with me, and not to stay separate in his own world, unwilling to truly be with me. 
This is why I respond to other men the way I do. I am sorry but I cannot change it now. This is 
how I function. But it is also not by accident that some – already more conscious – men 
somewhere feel that they can grow from contact with Azar and with women around him. 
Honorata, if men could just bow for this Heart of Azar and become It, allow his Heart in their 
hearts, paradoxically they could just get relieved of their own endless mind-fights, for Love 
would wash them away. But somehow, sadly enough, it is not easy for men to bow for Man 
Itself. And I am not talking about bowing for Azar as for another man-form, because this is 
even not possible. I am talking about his Impersonal Heart. Beyond the person. 

 
But there is also truth in what you write, woman is not only a blunt (or sharp) razor 

blade. She can love and this is what she longs for. Her love can be subtle and tender. This can 
happen if Man is there, if his Heart gives her Space to Love. I can be tender with Azar, when 
his Heart is allowed in me, when I can feel my heart shining, pervaded by his Love. At this 
point of my development I must admit, I do not know if I can be tender and subtle and soft for 
other men. I remember that sometimes it did happen – during retreats but not only. But to be 
honest, you are right about it, I am not so at ease (yet) with the existence of unconscious men 
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as I am now with (unconscious) women. I see it and realise that I resist such men too. As for 
now I know it is also connected with the fact that since my birth on I was very much resisting 
to allow the ‘dirt’ in myself and I still hold on to my ‘purity’. In fact I am only starting to see 
much of this. Yesterday when I met Azar after I arrived in our city, I was suddenly faced with 
the fact that I am very much resisting anything to enter my body. We were there with Anca and 
Azar told us he wrote a new song and he read the words. At several places there were words 
about man touching woman’s womb. By touching it was meant not just about physical 
penetration but I felt it was about something much deeper, Woman’s womb also needs to be 
Touched by Man’s Consciousness and Energy in order for Woman to become Conscious and 
Pervaded by Love whole-bodily, so also in her womb. In fact woman’s womb is a very crucial 
place. I was shocked with my reaction though... I had to yell and resist, and I felt I have to keep 
my legs tight, together with each other in an attempt to protect my perineum, as I resisted that 
my womb be touched by Man. In fact I felt like I could fight like a lioness to protect it, to not 
let anything nor anyone touch me there. Anca’s reaction was quite the opposite. She shared she 
felt joyful about this. It was so painful for me afterwards to see what is there inside me, what a 
strong protection-mechanism I have. How I protect my body like a fort, not to let Male Force 
pervade me there energetically. Somehow I had no problem to allow consciousness in me, this 
was an easy part, but I have extremely hard time to Allow my body being pervaded by 
Consciousness-Energy, that is – to connect this consciousness that I allowed already with the 
Energy, with the Body. After I saw my reaction I had to cry because I felt so many feelings at 
the same time – I felt I don’t want to go through all this sexuality that is not yet free in me 
because it is too much pain awaiting me there, I felt my fear of it and I even felt fear now that 
Anca felt joyful and myself not, I got scared that I am not normal and started to ask myself 
what I am doing here on earth, why I am here, how can I be here, live here in this world. 
Seeing that I have such resistance to open up energetically there, in my womb, to Azar and that 
Anca is so joyful about it, I got even scared that He will just go in her womb and leave me 
alone since I don’t want to open there. I thought I’d go crazy because I didn’t want to open but 
same time I was afraid that he will just give up on me and will go to another woman and that I 
will never be touched there in my womb by him. Being alone is painful and allowing him in 
there is also painful, I felt I am in an impossible position with no way out, stuck in between. I 
was almost in panic, not knowing how to deal with all this. I observed in myself a tendency to 
somehow call to Anca: “Help me, how do you do this that you can just be joyful about it?” but 
I also thought that it is childish to call to her ‘help me’ so I kept it just inside myself. I was 
innerly trying to call Rose to help me in this as somehow I felt that I can only turn to Woman 
now, that allowing Woman can get me out of this hell. I felt I love Azar so much and I cannot 
allow him in my womb energetically and it is so painful. By resisting anything to enter me 
there I also, naturally, resist him – my Beloved – to enter me there and it is tearing me so 
much. I also felt at the same time anger to him that he shows me this and then, still 
simultaneously I felt grateful that I am shown how I function. I felt torn in different directions 
at the same time and it was really terrible... So, Honorata, I am a razor blade not only to other 
men, I even cannot allow Azar wholly in me... And it hurts like hell... I almost have to cry now 
again when I write you about it because I am not nearly freed from my hellish mess in here. 
And I feel lost. 

 
I attach for you email I sent to Azar after our meeting. 
 
With love, 
Confused Satl 
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Dear Azar, 13-02-2009 
 
(...) 
 
Honorata left today after 16, I brought her to the train station. We had a touching meeting, in 
fact I already had tears yesterday when I was going to pick her up, and also when she came out 
of the train and we hugged. I was so touched somehow, that she still wants to see me, to spend 
time with me. As if we both went through some test. Of course the subject of Paweł came up in 
a course of our meeting and she shared she saw in herself she had tendencies to want me to be 
more lenient towards Paweł but she also saw it was stupid of her, I on my part very soon felt 
anger to Paweł again and explained her what it is deeper down there and she was with me in 
this. She said she feels so difficult because when he says his things, she understands his side 
and now when listening to me she feels truth in me, in what I say too. In the course of time we 
came closer and I somehow talked also about Rose strangely enough – as I didn't intend to, it 
just came out by itself spontaneously (and I didn't talk about Rose with Lena nor with Robert 
and Ela) – and suddenly while talking I felt gratitude to Rose because I Saw suddenly clear that 
thanks to her I could See your Love for Woman deeper. Your words resounded in me now – 
that you would just embrace her if she would come back – and they were suddenly so touching 
for me (while back when you said this to me a couple weeks ago I had a hard time with it first), 
just this I felt: gratitude because thanks to her presence with you I can see your Love deeper 
now. How remarkable... And as I was talking about it to Honorata, we were sitting on the 
chairs in the kitchen and she suddenly got up from her chair, came to me, kneeled on the floor 
before me to be at my level and embraced me... I was so touched. She said that I am 'such a 
remarkable transmitter'. She meant transmitter of love... I had tears and cried then. And now 
again as I write you I have tears. It is so touching when such things happen, I told her that I 
myself am not aware of this transmission that I supposedly have, somehow I myself don't see 
myself too much still... Then after next few minutes Honorata said she felt there could be such 
intimacy between us like we had over a year ago when looking each other in the eyes we felt 
one Woman and Love and now she got scared somehow that it could happen again and she 
withdrew. I just said we cannot force anything. Overall it was a good meeting. 
 
When she was leaving I felt sadness. But it was not so much sadness that we will split now but 
more that sth. was not deep enough because indeed after that intimate situation last evening, 
today I felt we were not so much together in and as the Heart any more, we were more on the 
surface and this was why I was sad when she was leaving. Sad that we couldn't go deeper. 
Sadness that I failed or sth. like this... 
 
Satl 


